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Aroma of fruit is a key indicator to depict the quality of fruit flavor and is likely to play an
important role in determining the perception and acceptability of products by consumers
[1,2]. Flavor has obviously been targeted as a secondary breeding goal in recent decades [3].
Studies reveal that tomatoes grown under organic conditions positively increase the
consumer preference [4]. Therefore, it is necessary for plant breeders who are developing
cultivars for organic production to select also for better flavor characteristics. Sixty
indeterminate cultivars which differ mainly in terms of fruit weight, year of cultivar release
and fruit color were grown in an outdoor organic low-input system in a temperate climate.
The diversity of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), taste-related primary metabolites, and
sensory properties of ripe tomatoes consisting of 27 cocktail and 33 salad tomato cultivars
released between 1880 and 2015 from conventional, organic or unknown breeding
programs, were investigated at two different harvest dates in 2015. The volatile compounds
of tomato fruits were semi-quantified by GC-FID and tentatively identified by GC-MS.
Isolation of volatiles were performed through automated headspace solid-phase
microextraction (HS-SPME). A non-targeted data analysis (pattern recognition) was used. The
evaluation of the cultivars from the two harvest dates exhibited a wide range of variation for
all studied traits, with the exception of a few VOCs. Cultivar × harvest date interaction had no
significant effect on TA (titratable acidity), TSS (total soluble solid), or overall acceptability
but influenced most of the studied VOCs. Further examination was focused on total of
25 VOCs: 7 aldehydes, 5 ketones, 7 alcohols, 4 aliphatic acids, 1 ester and 1 sulfur-containing
compound. The main compounds with the highest value in relative concentration in the
headspace of tomato fruits include hexanal, 6-me-5-heptene-2-one, (E)-2-hexenal, octanal, 1hexanol, etc., of which aldehydes are the most abundant volatile group. Variation in all
studied traits like fruit type, harvest time, or fruit color was observed, and the discriminative
variables characterizing the fruit types were revealed. Principal component analysis
differentiated cocktail and salad types with a higher contribution of taste related-primary
metabolites (TSS and TA), sensory attributes (sweetness, tomato typical-aroma, and
sourness) and phenyl ethyl alcohol, the latter is a discriminative key compound to
distinguish cocktail from the salad type. The observed correlations among the metabolites
give cues for their biosynthesis pathway. The presence of VOCs such as (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol,
phenyl ethyl alcohol, and benzyl alcohol had effect on the perception of ‘sweetness’ and
‘tomato typical-aroma’. Therefore, the present findings should provide a preliminary
knowledge for cultivar selection in breeding programs that perform better in flavor and are
suitable for organic low-input production systems.
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